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ShowerCulture

Showering is, in itself, a cultural achievement. Being 

able to control and use water for the purposes of our 

own well-being makes everyday life simpler and more 

agreeable. yet showers are not all the same. kWc raises 

the bar:  Showerculture means trans forming your shower 

into a personal experience, stimulating or relaxing, just 

as you like. it’s showering with all your senses, or, to put 

it simply: pure pleasure.
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kWc Showerculture offers a carefully coordinated 

 system comprising all kinds of innovative products that 

can be combined. Whether it’s the hand shower, the 

shower head, the thermostat or the entire shower 

 system – with kWc the design and functionality always 

reflect your particular lifestyle. Whatever you as an 

 individual may select, the focus is always on making  

your showering experience personal.
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Design with emotional 
 appeal
Four colours, soft, flowing lines, an exciting combination of 
materials – kWc BoSSanoVa brings your personal lifestyle 
into the shower.

 harmonic blue
 midnight blue
 urban grey
 fancy purple

ergoSkin-Feeling
ergoSkin, the newly developed surface made of multi-compo-
nent silicone, feels wonderfully smooth, is skin-friendly and 
easy to maintain. 

−  safe and non-slip, even when your hands are wet
−  durable and easy to clean
−  a unique combination of materials: colored silicone on the 

face, a glossy chrome finish on the back 

anti-limescale nozzles
−  effective protection from a build-up of limescale
−  clean with a microfibre cloth (limescale breaks down on the 

smooth silicone) 

KWC BOSSANOVA

innovation with character

the new kWc BoSSanoVa hand shower is a real innovation, 

setting new standards for style, colour and materials.  

kWc BoSSanoVa is available in two versions – mono,  

with one type of jet, and duo, with two. 
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mono
the smaller of the two kWc BoSSanoVa hand showers is 
available in urban grey. it measures 105 mm in diameter and has 
one type of jet (fitJet). Also available is the water-saving version 
KWC BOSSANOVA air (ecoJet). 

The right angle:  an angled shower head for perfect positioning 
in the shower. the hose never gets a kink in it at this angle.

ecoJet 
intense, environmentally-friendly 
spray with air and water-mixing 
technology.

KWC BOSSANOVA air

fitJet
a powerful, revitalising spray for 
a tingling shower experience.

KWC BOSSANOVA mono

duo
this version of kWc BoSSanoVa comes in four colours: har-
monic blue, urban grey, fancy purple and midnight blue. it 
measures 130 mm in diameter and has two types of jet (spaJet 
and fitJet).

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect positioning 
in the shower. the hose never gets a kink in it at this angle.

fitJet
Powerful spray using inner circle 
of nozzles for a tingling shower 
experience.

spaJet
Wide-area spray using all nozzles 
for a pure spa experience.

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

KWC BOSSANOVA
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exceptional showering 
 luxury
Despite its slimline appearance, the kWc ely reveals some 
stunning features when you use it.

−  Perfect jet direction: the jet is directed exactly where you 
want it to be: on your body

Well thought-out  details
often it’s the little things that make the difference. kWc ely 
duo incorporates a really clever idea: built-in continuous  
adjustment – for ease of use, maximum hygiene, and real added 
value.

KWC ELY

exciting architecture

the new hand shower kWc ely is the ultimate in style, 

 dynamism and elegance, bringing a whole new dimension to  

the concept of design in showering. kWc ely is available in  

two versions – mono, with one type of jet, and duo, with two. 

Based on two basic shapes, cylinders and ellipses, the shower 

head blends in with most interior design styles.
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mono
With fitJet, KWC ELY mono offers a pleasantly soft, all-over 
needle spray which caresses your body as you shower.

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect positioning 
in the shower.

fitJet 
tender care for your skin with 
a gentle, wide spray.

KWC ELY mono

KWC ELY

duo
one of the impressive features of the kWc ely duo is its two 
jet types which give completely different sensations: fitJet and 
powerJet. The continuous diverter is seamlessly integrated in 
the shower head.

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect positioning 
in the shower.

powerJet
Stimulating and highly revitalising 
with a  powerful, intense massage 
spray.

KWC ELY duo

KWC ELY duo

fitJet
tender care for your skin with 
a gentle, wide spray.
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Secure attachment
The shower head can be secured safely and firmly using 
an allen key.

Round or square and 
 super-slim
KWC PIATTO is just 7 mm wide in both the square variants Q240, 
Q300 and Q400 and the round versions R240, R300 and R400.

Flexible ball joint
a swivelling ball joint means you can adjust the angle of the 
shower head exactly as you please.

Even more advantages: after showering, simply tip the show-
er head slightly so that the remaining water runs out. this avoids 
a build-up of limescale residue and other deposits.

KWC PIATTO

Spa experience in the shower

kWc Piatto shower heads bring distinction and  spaciousness to 

your shower. With two basic styles, round or square – each 

available in different sizes – you can choose between a sculpted 

cubist  appearance and a harmoniously rounded design. 
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triple safety concept
kWc thermostats provide excellent protection from scalding or 
burning. this is thanks to a sophisticated safety concept operat-
ing on three levels:

−  hotControl: temperatures over 38º C can only be selected 
 after pressing the safety button. the hot water is also auto-
matically stopped if the cold water supply fails.

−  touchControl: reliable protection from burning. The hot water 
supply is insulated so that the body of the fixture never 
 becomes more than warm.

−  compensation for pressure fluctuations in the water supply. 
this means that the temperature remains constant even if the 
volume of water changes. 

Other impressive benefits include the ease of use and long serv-
ice life, thanks to our tried-and-tested thermostat technology.

Saving energy and  water
With kWc thermostats, your preferred water temperature is 
available in just a few moments, whereas with traditional two-
handle mixers you often have to wait quite some time before 
the hot and cold water are mixed to reach the perfect tempera-
ture. So for several seconds you avoid running water that you 
are not using – and water that has already been heated is not 
wasted either. 

smartcontrol: water-saving device. you can feel a certain resist-
ance in the turning handle for controlling the water flow. This 
indicates the point at which the volume of water goes beyond 
the eco-range. 

KWC thermostats

Safer, more convenient

With its range of thermal bathtub and shower fittings, KWC is 

setting a new standard for modern thermostats. their simple, 

slim elegance makes them a perfect match for the corresponding 

faucet ranges, but they also blend in well with any other kind of 

faucet in your bathroom. 
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areas of application
Depending on the situation, the desire for enhanced comfort or 
safety may be particularly keen. thermal faucets are therefore 
particularly well suited to facilities such as homes for the elderly, 
hospitals, or homes with children, where the safety aspect plays 
an especially important role; or in hotels, where the comfort of 
guests is key.

KWC thermostats

two strong lines
−  Our own unmistakable thermostat for the KWC ONO  

and kWc aVa lines
−  Independent handle specific to each series
−  Bathtub filler to match each line

convincing precision work
− Precise, cylindrical body
− Exact, minimal shape transitions and clearances

easy switching
the device for switching between the handheld shower and 
the bath spout is incorporated in the turning handle that 
 controls the flow – nothing could be easier.

Discreet safety stop
 hotControl: temperatures over 38º C can only be selected 
 after pressing the safety button. the hot water is also automat-
ically stopped if the cold water supply fails. accidental  scalding 
due to hot water is thus prevented.
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Flexible: rotating cone
Very practical: all KWC shower hoses are fitted as standard  
with a rotating cone, so that the hose cannot become twisted 
no matter how much you move it about.

cool: water-bearing sliding 
wall bar
thanks to the pipe-in-a-pipe system, the surface of the water- 
bearing sliding wall bars does not become hot, which reliably 
prevents burning. 

Standard: kWc shower bracket
every detail counts. that’s the motto here at kWc, even when it 
comes to the little things. For example, the kWc ball-jointed show-
er bracket for sliding wall bars provides genuine three-dimensional 
functionality. that is to say: when the hand shower is mounted in 
the bracket, it can be positioned at exactly the required angle and 
stays firmly in the position you have chosen. 
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in our part of the world, a bathroom with a shower, 

and usually also with a bath, is now the norm.  

however, the existing arrangement is not always 

satisfactory, either functionally or aesthetically. 

There may be many good reasons (e.g. a renovation) 

to think about upgrading your shower installation. 

this is where the many and varied shower systems 

available from kWc come into their own. they can 

easily be connected to existing fixtures and fittings. 

KWC shower systems
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Wall bracket 
for connecting 
to exposed 
faucet

Wall bracket 
for connecting 
to concealed 
faucet

Surface-mounted systemReplacement system Concealed system

connection 
to thermostat 
with outlet at 
the top

• Can be connected to new or existing 
faucets

• For upgrading the existing installation

• Connection to existing wall 
connections (exposed arrangement)

• Including KWC thermostat with 
outlet at the top

• Connection to concealed faucet

KWC shower systems

Shower heads

Water-bearing sliding wall bar
different reaches (A 300 / A 400)
different lengths (L 612 / L 1100), can be shortened

Hand showers  

Interfaces 
(water)

Wall bracket for
connecting to
concealed faucet

Wall bracket 
for connecting 
to exposed 
faucet

connection to 
thermostat with
outlet at the top

Tailor-made individual solutions 
integrated concepts to suit all tastes 
and areas of application
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Replacement system
Just build on what you already have. With an 
upgrade from kWc, it’s easy! all you have to do is 
replace the existing kWc sliding wall bar with a 
water-bearing one and you have the basis for 
installing a luxury kWc shower system. this can be 
further enhanced by adding your own choice of 
shower head or handheld shower, and a thermostat 
– in place of the previous, traditional bathtub or 
shower mixer. 

−  Quick and easy conversion of the existing 
 arrangement 

−  Installation can be surface-mounted for easy fitting 
in older bathrooms

−  Uses the same pipes and connections 
−  Can be combined with any shower or bath fittings 

and fixtures

Bathtub before

Bathtub after, with 
existing mixer

Bathtub after, 
with new 

thermostatic mixer

Replacement system

Shower after

Shower before



L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533
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Shower head
More information on KWC shower heads on page 52.

Water-bearing sliding wall bar
More information on water-bearing sliding wall bars on  
page 56.

Hand showers  
More information on KWC hand showers on pages 50/51.

Sliding wall bar holder, (bottom) with diverter
More information on interfaces (sliding wall bar holder,  
wall bracket) on page 56.

Thermostats and lever mixers
More information on kWc thermostats and lever mixers on 
pages 57 and 64–65.

Sliding wall bar 
–  Practical: When replacing an existing kWc sliding wall bar with a 

water-bearing kWc sliding wall bar, the existing drilled holes can 
be used again.

– Quick and easy retrofitting solution: Replacement of the existing 
kWc sliding wall bar, use of existing drilled holes.

–  Reliable interfaces: identical interfaces for existing and new 
 installations enable maximum flexibility in terms of configuration.

–  the bracket to which the shower head is fastened can be swi-
velled. This creates flexibility if the sliding wall bar is not positioned 
centrally (e.g. near a corner).

Easy installation: since all the water-bearing ele-
ments run in front of the wall, they can be retrofitted 
at any time and with the minimum of effort. 
there is no need to tear open any walls.

Thermostats
–  Additional benefit: Compared with a classic lever mixer,  

a kWc thermostat creates genuine added value.
–  Problem-free retrofitting: use of the existing connections when 

replacing a kWc lever mixer with a kWc thermostatic mixer.

1 3

42

5

Replacement system

For the best possible shower experience, the distance between one’s 
head and the overhead shower should not be less than 200 mm.

L length of existing sliding wall bar
A Projection
D Diameter of shower head
H Room height
X installation height of existing sliding wall bar
Z Depth of shower tray/Tub

Made-to-measure planning: The KWC shower configu-
rator can help. You can find more information on this 
practical online planning tool on pages 46/47.

Shower Z > 800  mm → A 400
 Z < 800  mm → a 300
Tub Sliding wall bar on the long side → A 400
 Sliding wall bar on the short side → a 300
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Surface-mounted 
 system
use what’s there to create something new. Whether 
it’s a minor renovation or a new building – with a 
kWc surface-mounted system you can’t go wrong. 
you can soon make space for an entirely new 
shower experience, with very little effort. For 
example, when renovating, the existing connections 
can still be used. in this way, the previous installation 
can be made into a luxury shower system simply by 
replacing a few elements. 

−  Suitable for renovations or as a cost-effective 
solution for new buildings

−  Surface-mounted installation, so it’s easy to fit in 
older bathrooms too

−  Fixtures use existing connections (when renovating) 
−  Pre-configured surface-mounted systems available 

for the kWc ono and kWc aVa ranges

Shower after (new building)

Shower before

Shower after (minor renovation)

Surface-mounted system



L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533
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1

2

3

4

Shower head
More information on KWC shower heads on page 52.

Water-bearing sliding wall bar
More information on water-bearing sliding wall bars on 
page 56.

Hand showers
More information on KWC hand showers on pages 50/51.

Thermostatic mixer for the shower with outlet  
at the top
connection of water-bearing sliding wall bars to two 
 different shower mixers is possible:
kWc ono
kWc aVa

More information on the kWc thermostats on pages 57 and 
64–65.

Pre-configured surface-mounted solutions 
kWc ono, kWc aVa

More information on pre-configured renovation solutions 
(surface-mounted) on page 58.

Thermostat: hotControl
hotControl: temperatures above 38ºC can be selected only 
 after pressing the safety button. Should the cold water cut 
out, the hot water is stopped automatically.

Shower hose: rotating cone
All KWC shower hoses are fitted as standard with a rotating cone, so 
that the hose cannot become twisted no matter how much you 
move it.

1

3

4

2

Surface-mounted system

For the best possible shower experience, the distance between one’s 
head and the overhead shower should not be less than 200 mm.

L length of existing sliding wall bar
A Projection
D Diameter of shower head
H Room height
X installation height of faucet
Z Depth of shower tray

Shower Z > 800 mm →  A 400
 Z < 800 mm →  a 300

Made-to-measure planning: The KWC shower configu-
rator can help. You can find more information on this 
practical online planning tool on pages 46/47.
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KWC PIATTO R 240 KWC PIATTO Q 240

Shower system KWC ONO

26.156.213.000, all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300

Shower system KWC AVA

26.196.213.000, all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300

KWC Sliding wall bar kit with bracket
l1100, a300

KWC Sliding wall bar kit with bracket
l1100, a300

KWC ELY mono
all chrome

KWC BOSSANOVA 105
urban grey

KWC ONO thermostat
incl. wall connections with outlet at the top

KWC AVA thermostat
incl. wall connections with outlet at the top

KWC shower hose
L1800

KWC shower hose
L1800

Pre-configured surface-mounted systems

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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concealed system
For individualists, there is the fun of choosing.  
in both new buildings and complete renova-
tions, kWc shower systems can be configured 
entirely to meet your personal wishes and needs. 
there is a wide range of shower heads, hand-
held showers, mixers and thermostats to choose 
from. these customisable sets are concealed 
systems, making them particularly elegant.

−  Huge variety of different elements that can be 
combined 

−  Elegant concealed system 
−  Ideal for new buildings or extensive renovation 

projects

Concealed system



L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533

L 612

L 612

L 1100

L 1100

A 400

A 300

A 400

A 300

20.004.002.000 / 122536 20.004.004.000 / 122534

20.004.001.000 / 122535 20.004.003.000 / 122533
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Shower head
More information on KWC shower heads on page 52.

Water-bearing sliding wall bar
More information on water-bearing sliding wall bars on  
page 56.

Hand showers  
More information on KWC hand showers on pages 50/51.

Sliding wall bar holder, (bottom) with diverter
More information on interfaces (sliding wall bar holder,  
wall bracket) on page 56.

Concealed mixer
More information about kWc concealed mixers on
pages 64–65.

Sliding wall bar that can be shortened
Precision work: all water-bearing sliding wall 
bars from kWc – available in the two basic 
lengths of 612 mm and 1100 mm – can be 
shortened to the desired length. this creates 
 flexibility and enables them to be used in 
 bathrooms with low ceilings too.

always on hand: the tried-and-tested ball joint 
bracket for the flexible positioning of hand 
showers comes with every kWc sliding wall bar.

1

2

3

4

5

Concealed system

For the best possible shower experience, the distance between one’s 
head and the overhead shower should not be less than 200 mm.

L length of existing sliding wall bar
A Projection
D Diameter of shower head
H Room height
X installation height
Z Depth of shower tray

Shower Z > 800 mm → A 400
 Z < 800 mm → a 300

Made-to-measure planning: The KWC shower configu-
rator can help. You can find more information on this 
practical online planning tool on pages 46/47.
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tailor-made solutions
More room for creativity. With kWc components, 
tailor-made individual configurations are also possible – 
such as ingenious concealed solutions, where the 
water-bearing elements are hidden elegantly behind 
the wall. in new buildings, the shower and bathroom 
area can be planned and designed to suit your own 
specifications, without any compromises.

−  Completely covered water pipes
−  Uncompromising elegance: free architectural  design 

possibilities for the shower and bathroom area
−  Suitable for all new buildings

Tailor-made solutions 
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Numerous configuration options
Which configurations are possible in your bathroom? The only input the KWC 
shower configurator needs from you is a few dimensions, together with the 
 desired installation and spatial details, which you can enter directly online in the 
corresponding screen.

the result: material selection with 
dimensioned drawings
If the desired configuration is feasible, the KWC shower configurator puts  together 
a comprehensive material selection for you with dimensioned drawings, which 
you can download and print.

www.kwc.com
www.showerculture.com

Shower configurator www.kwc.com

KWC shower configurator –  
the online planning tool 

Design your ideal kWc shower system online:  

it’s no problem at all with the easy-to-use shower 

configurator! This professional tool is designed to 

be extremely user-friendly, and guides you – as well 

as private users – towards your goal, step by step.
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KWC AVA 
Page 65

KWC ONO 
Page 64

Overview of the range

KWC shower heads 
Page 52

KWC components for 
configuring shower  
systems 
Page 56

KWC brackets 
Page 53

shower systems, 
pre-configured 
Page 58

KWC hand showers 
Page 50

KWC accessories 
Page 59
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KWC ELY duo

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.121.000 all chrome

flow rate:
12 litres per minute with flow rate 
limitation
14 litres per minute without flow rate 
limitation

KWC ELY mono

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.120.000 all chrome

flow rate:
12 litres per minute with flow rate 
limitation
16 litres per minute without flow rate 
limitation

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.

KWC hand showers

KWC BOSSANOVA mono

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.111.040 chrome/urban grey

flow rate: 
12 litres per minute with flow rate 
limitation 
18 litres per minute without flow rate 
limitation

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.112.041 chrome/harmonic blue

flow rate: 16 litres per minute

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.112.043 chrome/midnight blue

flow rate: 16 litres per minute

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.112.040 chrom/urban grey

flow rate: 16 litres per minute

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.112.042 chrome/fancy purple

flow rate: 16 litres per minute

KWC BOSSANOVA air

hand shower 
connecting thread ½”

26.000.110.040 chrome/urban grey

flow rate: 8 litres per minute
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Bracket
suitable for kWc shower heads up to 
ø 240 mm / 240 mm x 240 mm
connecting thread ½”

26.000.801.000 all chrome
L 352

Bracket
suitable for kWc shower heads up to 
ø 240 mm / 240 mm x 240 mm
connecting thread ½”

26.000.803.000 all chrome
L 352

Bracket
suitable for kWc shower heads up to 
ø 240 mm / 240 mm x 240 mm
connecting thread ½”

26.000.813.000 all chrome
L 352

Bracket
suitable for all kWc shower heads
connecting thread ½”

26.000.812.000 all chrome
L 485

Bracket
suitable for kWc shower heads up to 
ø 240 mm / 240 mm x 240 mm
connecting thread ½”

26.000.802.000 all chrome
L 352

Bracket
suitable for kWc shower heads up to 
ø 240 mm / 240 mm x 240 mm
connecting thread ½”

26.000.810.000 all chrome
L 352

Bracket
suitable for all kWc shower heads
connecting thread ½”

26.000.811.000 all chrome
L 385

Bracket
suitable for kWc shower heads up to 
ø 240 mm / 240 mm x 240 mm
connecting thread ½”

26.000.800.000 all chrome
L 352

KWC PIATTO Q

Shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.201.000 all chrome
D 240x240
26.000.202.000 all chrome
D 300x300
26.000.203.000 all chrome
D 400x400

KWC FIT mono

Shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.221.000 all chrome

KWC FIT five

Shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.220.000 all chrome

KWC PIATTO Q

Shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.200.000 all chrome
D 200x200

KWC shower heads

KWC PIATTO R

Shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.211.000 all chrome
D 240
26.000.212.000 all chrome
D 300
26.000.213.000 all chrome
D 400

KWC PIATTO R

Shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.210.000 all chrome
D 200

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.
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Bracket
suitable for all kWc shower heads
connecting thread ½”

26.000.823.000 all chrome
L 125
26.000.824.000 all chrome
L 225
26.000.825.000 all chrome
L 325

Bracket for shower head
connecting thread ½”

26.000.804.000 all chrome
a 90

Bracket
suitable for all kWc shower heads
connecting thread ½”

26.000.820.000 all chrome
L 125
26.000.821.000 all chrome
L 225
26.000.822.000 all chrome
L 325

KWC brackets

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.
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KWC AVA

thermostat 
thermostat with outlet (top) for 
 water-bearing sliding wall bar
suitable for connection / attachment of 
 water-bearing sliding wall bar kit
wall connections ½” x ½”, with shut-off 
valve

Scope of delivery:
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic 
26.001.014.000
shower guide rod holder (top), for 
 connecting guide rod and spray arm

26.195.540.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm

To be ordered separately:
water-bearing sliding wall bar:
26.004.001.000
26.004.002.000
26.004.003.000
26.004.004.000
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa or 
kWc ely
Shower head kWc Piatto

KWC components for configuring shower systems

KWC ONO

thermostat 
thermostat with outlet (top) for 
 water-bearing sliding wall bar
suitable for connection / attachment of 
 water-bearing sliding wall bar kit
wall connections ½” x ½”, with shut-off 
valve

Scope of delivery:
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic  
26.001.014.000
shower guide rod holder (top), for 
 connecting guide rod and spray arm

26.155.540.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm

To be ordered separately:
water-bearing sliding wall bar:
26.004.001.000
26.004.002.000
26.004.003.000
26.004.004.000
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa or 
kWc ely
Shower head kWc Piatto

KWC components for configuring shower systems

Sliding wall bar kit
water-bearing (pipe-in-pipe system)
incl. shower head arm, swiveling
suitable for connection / attachment to:
thermostat with outlet (top) for 
 water-bearing sliding wall bar
sliding wall bar holder (bottom)

26.004.001.000 all chrome
A 300, L 612
26.004.002.000 all chrome
A 400, L 612
26.004.003.000 all chrome
a 300, l 1100
26.004.004.000 all chrome
A 400, L 1100

Diverter for shower system concealed
suitable for connection to concealed unit /  
attachment of water-bearing sliding wall 
bar kit
turning handle to control flow and for 
diverter

Scope of delivery:
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic 
26.001.014.000
shower guide rod holder (top), for 
 connecting guide rod and spray arm

26.004.110.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
water-bearing sliding wall bar:
26.004.001.000
26.004.002.000
26.004.003.000
26.004.004.000
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa or 
kWc ely
Shower head kWc Piatto

Diverter for shower system surface-
mounted
suitable for connection to surface- 
mounted mixer / attachment of water-
bearing sliding wall bar kit
turning handle to control flow and for 
diverter

Scope of delivery:
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic 
26.001.014.000 
and 1000 mm (can be shortened), plastic 
26.001.019.000
shower guide rod holder (top), for 
 connecting guide rod and spray arm

26.004.100.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
water-bearing sliding wall bar:
26.004.001.000
26.004.002.000
26.004.003.000
26.004.004.000
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa or 
kWc ely
Shower head kWc Piatto

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.
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Sliding wall bar

26.000.504.000 all chrome
L 612
26.000.505.000 all chrome
l 1100

Sliding wall bar

K.26.99.01.000 all chrome
L 612
K.26.99.02.000 all chrome
l 1100

Sliding wall bar

26.000.502.000 all chrome
L 612
26.000.503.000 all chrome
l 1100

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.

KWC AVA

shower system
easy to install to existing connections
wall connections ½” x ½”, with shut-off 
valve 

Scope of delivery:
thermostat incl. wall connections with 
outlet (top) for water-bearing sliding 
wall bar
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa mono 
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic
Shower head KWC PIATTO Q 240
Sliding wall bar kit A 300 / L 1100
shower guide rod holder (top), for 
 connecting guide rod and spray arm

26.196.213.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300

KWC shower systems, pre-configured

KWC ONO

shower system
easy to install to existing connections
wall connections ½” x ½”, with shut-off 
valve

Scope of delivery:
thermostat incl. wall connections with 
outlet (top) for water-bearing sliding 
wall bar
hand shower kWc ely mono 
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic
Shower head KWC PIATTO R 240
Sliding wall bar kit A 300 / L 1100
shower guide rod holder (top), for 
 connecting guide rod and spray arm

26.156.213.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300
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hose connection
with integrated shower bracket
connecting thread ½”

26.000.613.000 all chrome

hose connection
connecting thread ½”

26.000.614.000 all chrome

hose connection
connecting thread ½”

26.000.610.000 all chrome

hose connection
with integrated shower bracket
connecting thread ½”

26.000.612.000 all chrome

hose connection
connecting thread ½”

26.000.611.000 all chrome

KWC sliding wall bar kits

KWC ELY mono

Sliding wall bar kit

Scope of delivery:
hand shower kWc ely mono
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic 
Sliding wall bar 

26.003.101.000 all chrome
L 612
26.003.102.000 all chrome
l 1100

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

Sliding wall bar kit

Scope of delivery:
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa duo 
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic
Sliding wall bar 

26.003.301.000 all chrome
L 612
26.003.302.000 all chrome
l 1100

KWC BOSSANOVA mono

Sliding wall bar kit

Scope of delivery:
hand shower kWc BoSSanoVa mono 
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic
Sliding wall bar 

26.003.201.000 all chrome
L 612
26.003.202.000 all chrome
l 1100

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.
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Shower hose
anti-twisting: long cone rotates  
(for connection to hand shower)
can be shortened
connecting thread ½”

26.001.019.000 all chrome
l 1000

Shower hose
anti-twisting: long cone rotates  
(for connection to hand shower)
can be shortened
connecting thread ½”

26.001.014.000 all chrome
L 1800
26.001.012.000 all chrome
L 1250

Ball joint bracket

26.000.623.000 all chrome

Shower bracket

26.000.620.000 all chrome

Shower bracket

26.000.621.000 all chrome

Shower bracket

26.000.622.000 all chrome

KWC shower brackets

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.
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Shower
thermostat

thermostat
wall connections ½” x ½”, with shut-off 
valve

21.192.500.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand shower 
and hose

Shower
unit for concealed installation
thermostat

trim kit with thermostatic function unit

21.194.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
 kWc VaRoX ½”
39.999.300.931, with shut-off valves

Tub
thermostat

thermostat
wall connections ½” x ¾”, with shut-off 
valve

20.192.503.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 190, without hand 
shower and hose

Tub
unit for concealed installation
thermostat

trim kit with thermostatic function unit
diverter with automatic reset

20.194.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
kWc VaRoX ½”
39.999.300.931, with shut-off valves

Dimensioned drawings showing exact sizes can be found at

www.kwc.com, under the corresponding product.

KWC ONO

Shower
thermostat

thermostat
wall connections ½” x ½”, with shut-off 
valve

21.152.500.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand shower 
and hose

Shower
unit for concealed installation
thermostat

trim kit with thermostatic function unit

21.154.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
kWc VaRoX ½”
39.999.300.931, with shut-off valves

Tub
thermostat

thermostat
wall connections ½” x ¾”, with shut-off 
valve

20.152.503.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 190, without hand 
shower and hose

Tub
unit for concealed installation
thermostat

trim kit with thermostatic function unit
diverter with automatic reset

20.154.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
kWc VaRoX ½”
39.999.300.931, with shut-off valves
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